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Application Plans. same way; the only difference is that ED II has a later calendar date (allowing applicants, for instance,
Pomona-Specific Essay Questions.

Transportation to and from Pomona is not provided. Lewis, H. The quote will not be part of the word limit.
Related Posts. As a practice, we do not package loans as part of the financial aid award, but you and your
family may wish to consider borrowing to help finance the expected family contribution. Noted in the Trans
List in , Dr. Diaconis, A. PDT, the Office of Admissions will host a webinar for students, counselors, and
parents interested in learning more about our academic offerings at Pomona. Questions can be addressed to the
transfer coordinator, Tina Brooks. Option B has a similar goal, but looks at the answer from the perspective of
your natural curiosity. On May 23, Pomona will join the effort to make college a reality for all interested
students by celebrating the first-ever Coalition Day. POP provides rising high school seniors from diverse
backgrounds who are traditionally underrepresented in higher education including rural and first-generation
students the opportunity to experience being on campus, meeting students and faculty, and exploring academic
and social opportunities at Pomona. The student must file transcripts for any college courses taken in high
school. Interested students can apply for one of two POP weekend programs this fall: September or October , 
Le, S. Mid-term grades are due by February  Those Pomona-specific essay prompts are now available on our
Application Overview webpage. The deadline to submit a transfer application is February  What fascinates
you about the field? Zabrocki, "Supercharacters, symmetric functions in noncommuting variables, and related
Hopf algebras", in Advances in Mathematics, Volume Issue 4 1 March , pages  Fowler and S. The Common
Application personal essay is sent to every college to which the applicant applies. Financial need does not
affect admission decisions for U. Financial Aid Through need-blind admissions, Pomona College admits
talented students from all economic backgrounds. Students may attend a rehearsal or speak with a faculty
member about the program. If you have any questions about the financial aid process, or if we can assist you
in any other way, please contact the Office of Financial Aid at or financial. Following a Welcome from G.
Mid-Year Report: Your counselor should submit this form by Feb.


